The effect of order of presentation of verbal probability expressions on numerical estimates in a medical context.
Many medical decisions are made on a probability estimate. Models of risk benefit calculations in health behaviour rarely articulate how people perceive and appraise such probability. Cognitive processes may mediate the processing of probability expressions and may be important to understand the meaning or the range of meanings that probability statements portray to patients. Past studies have indicated that verbal expressions of probability are vague and subject to individual interpretation. On the theoretical level when subjects are asked to translate a set of verbal probability expressions, ranging from high to low, into their equivalent numerical expressions subjects usually produce a continuum of numerical equivalents also ranging from high to low. In practice clinicians frequently communicate information about uncertainty to the patients by verbal probability estimates. This study explored the effect of the order of presentation of the verbal expressions on the numerical probabilities produced by a group of medical students (n = 87) in relation to medical probabilities. The results showed that the order of presentation (descending vs. random) of the verbal probability expressions was found to have a significant effect on three of the seven numerical probabilities produced by the subjects. The order effect is discussed to together with implications for clinical practice.